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r. CoaeringLaw asa SuftcientCondition
N the preceding chapter I have tried to show that although
there may be a grain of truth in the claim that being able to
indicate a covering law is a necessarycondition of giving
an explanation, the claim as it is usually made is both logically
artificial and methodologically misleading. It obscures distinctions of logical and methodological interest by failing to
recognize the extent to which words like 'use', 'function',
'implicit', 'requires', 'law', &c., which commonly appear in its
formulation, are susceptible of further analysis, and it fails to
take account of the legitimate sense in which historians explain conditions and events which are unique. In the present
chapter I want to examine in a similar way the claim that
citing a covering law, together with statements setting forth
antecedent conditions, is a suficieat condition of giving an
explanation; and once again, I shall urge that although there
is an element of truth in it, thrs claim, too, is artificial and
misleading. In the course of the investigation I shall try to
make some progresstoward a more satisfactory general account
of the logic of 'explanation', by comparing what is offered as
explanation in historywithwhat is offered in some other fields.
In asking the questionwenowhavetoconsider, we approach
the problem of what it is to give an explanation from an altogether different direction. The question is no longer whether,
in some interesting sense,fie musthave a law, but rather, supposing that we have an appropriate empirical law, whether we
then ipso facto have the materials for giving an explanation.
For in spite of historians' interest in the unique, and although
in some cases there is no covering law to which one could
sensibly be said to appeal, it would be rash to deny that
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sometimes explicitly point out that the events they study fall
under some law or laws. Even Fisher, in spite of his notorious
belief that history is 'one great fact', with respect to which
there can be no generalization, when explaining the course of
Roman expansion, allows himself to remark: "an orderly
power ringed about by turbulence always finds itself compelled
io establish peace and security upon its frontiers."' What I
now wish to question is the view that to point to such a
generalization is necessarily to explain what falls under it as
in instance. I shall argue that something more than this is
required, and that to fail to recognize this is to misconceive
the logic of 'explanation'.
In putting the problem in this way, I shall be pursuing the
kind of inquiry sketched at the beginning. Our question is:
'What ute ih" conditions which have to be met in order to
give an explanation in history?' Covering law theorists-seem
taken to, say that there is one and only
Io, and
"ottt*only
"rJ
under an independently validated
subsumption
one condition:
Hempel both put it: the logical
and
general law. Or, as Popper
Itructure of explanatinn is equivalent to that of prediction and
aerificati.on, one logical model serving to elucidate what we
me"n by all three. In the precedipg chapter, in the interests of
an orderly consideration of various grounds for dissatisfaction
with the covering law model, I did not question the view that
explanation is just 'prediction upside down'; my argument
wis rather thai neither explanation nor prediction need be
law-covered in historical cases'I now want to argue, however,
that there is a logical dissimilarity between explanation and
prediction of the greatest importance, and that to regard them
as strictly correlative operations is to depart from the ordinary
meaningof the term 'explanation', which is also its meaning
in history. I shall argue that, because of this dissimiiarity, it
would bi incorrect to say that if a person knows that a certain
event occurred, and he has information from which it might
justifiably have been predicted, then he has all that is needed
to explain the event in question.
! Quoted by S. Hook, in The Heto in History, London,
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It is possiblethat, upon reflection,someof thosewho sup_
port the model's claims would not acceptquite such a strict
interpretation of what they say. Thus, althoughHempel declaresthat-an explanation"is not complete,rtr-l"s it might as
well havefunctioned as a prediction", he doesnot actuall-ysav
in so many words that this is the only requirementto be ,o"ti
But, on the other hand, he saysnothing to suggestthat any_
thing morels required-various other criteriabeingmentioned
only to be discardedas the marks of ,pseudo' explanation.
And Gardiner, in the course of his eiposition oi Hume's
regularity analysisof causation,tells us that 'an event is explained when it is brought under a genenlizationor law. It
becomesan instanceof a generalrule. . . .', This account,he
adds,is "substantiallycorrect"; and the only qualificationshe
actually makes are the ones outlined in Chapter I: that in
historicalcontextswe shall find dis.positionalexplanationfalling outside this analysis,and that the generaliiationin other
cases-willbe quite vaguebecauseof its loosecomponentterms,
tg *i-d. cetnis paribru clause,&c. I can find notiing in either
Gardiner's or Hempel's formurationswhich wouli indicate
disagreementwith. the more precise statement of another
covering law theorist that "the logical core of explanationis
p_rovidedby extensionalconnectionsor ,subsumptions,.. . .
Where we have this pattern, nothing else is ,r""d"d for explanation; where we lack it, nothing elsesuffices.',g
fn ' "ff", "So" and "Becauser'', Ryleputs the samegeneral
point in another way. In Ryle's terminology both argrlments
a_ndexplanationsare,'applications'of a coirespondinghypothetical or inference liccnse. An argument of tlte for*-p ,o q'
requires the covering hypothetical ,if p then g', in the seni
iq
$a1 is only valid if#if p then,ifg, is true. Similarly, argues
Ryle, 'g.becauselD'
alsorequires p.then q', andis an appiica_
tion of it, although in a difierent my.o The latter phras" *"y
seempromising to those who feel uneasyabout tie covering

I Op. cit., p.
2 On cir
462.
^ ,
C, Williams,'Some Remarkson Causationand Compulsi[",,-lirlrr*i
__3._D.
Philosophy, r9s3, p. rz3. See also the passagequoted from'U."t
iridl"p. "t
i',
sectionz.
. p.
33r.
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law claim; but the only difierenceactually brought out is the
fact that although'1f a;nd'ifp then q' arc all that is required to
justify the argument 'p so g', it is not the casethat 'g' and 'if
p then q' are all that is required to justify the explanation'g
becausep'-for we also need independentknowledgeof 'p'.
This differenceis, of course,a genuineone. But I shall argue
in this chapterthat evenso, we might still deny thtt'pt'and 'if
p then g' give an explanationof 'g'.
z. Generakzationsand Explanatory Theoies
If covering law theorists were right in claiming that their
model formulates a sufficient condition of explaining something, then referenceto a covering law ought alanys to explain what falls under its apodosisclause.But it is surely not
difficult to think of casesfrom everydayaffairs which furnish
evidenceto the contrary. When puzzledby something,we do
not ordinarily find it enlightening to be told: 'That's what
alwayshappens.'Indeed, although such a remark appearsto
be just an idiomatic, incomplete way of subsuming what
happenedunder a generallaw, we should often feeljustified in
protesting:'That's no explanationat all.'
What, for instance,is thp explanatoryforce of the comrnon-sensegenerzlization,'Red sky in the morning is followed
by rain'? Does the fact that the sky was red this morning erplain the fact that rain fell before lunch ? Surely not. Translated into Ryle's symbolism, what happensin such casesis
that although'p' and'q' and'if p then g' are all true, still 'p'
doesnot explain 'g'-which on his accountis impossible.'The
hypotheticallicensesthe correspondingargument,but it does
not licensethe explanation.Having a good reasonfor expecting somethingis not necessarilybeing able to explain why it
occurs.This fact may easilybe obscuredby a purely formal
analysisof the relation betweendifferent types of sentence.
For it is necessaryto distinguish 'because'sentenceswhich
only represent'p' as a reliableinductic)eign of.'g' from those
which representit as the explnnationof 'q'. Supposesomeone
says: 'It will rain before lunch becausethe sky was red this
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morning.' Since Ryle's symbolismis tense-neutral,it would
p'.ln such a use
be quite proper to renderthis as 'q because
the relation betweenthe 'because'sentenceand the covering
hypotheticalis exactlywhat Ryle saysit is: nothing more than
the hypotheticalis requiredto licensethe'because'.But this is
becausethe latter is now just the argumentitself in a different
form. This conclusioncan be supportedby noticing the circumstancesunder which it would be possible to say 'q b"causep' with the valuesindicatedby the presentexample.We
shouldsaythis only when we do not know independentlythat
'g' is true, and this is exactly the condition under which we
argue'p so q'.
The failure of at any rate some general laws to explain
particular casesfalling under them is evenmore obviousif we
happento selecta classificatorygeneralization-f.or instance,
that favourite of the formal logicians,'All swansare white'.
Such a general 'law' might, perhaps, at some stage of its
career,achievethe statusof an analyticstatement.But aslong
as we did not make 'whiteness' a defining characteristicof
swans, and the 'law' thus remained a true generalization,
referenceto it could scarcelybe representedas explainingthe
fact t}lat any particular swan was white. The most it could
conceivablydo in an explanatoryway is explain why an investigatormight saythat a swan,asyet unobserved,would be
white; that is, it would merely provide his justification for
predicting its colour. Why then should a medieval historian
who hasdiscovered,say,that Sir Brian Tuke was bow-legged,
be expectedto regard as explanatorythe assuranceof a more
experiencedcolleaguethat all medievalknights were?
Merely knowing that a red morning sky is alwaysfollowed
by rain would not exphin today'sdownpour.Merely knowing
that all medievalknights were bow-leggedwould not explain
Sir Brian's bandy knees.In the faceof such difficulties, some
covering law theorists appear, at times, to be prepared to
modify the sufficientcondition claim by drawing a distinction
betweendifferent hinds of laws. A distinction of this sort is
often made,for instance,betweenmere empirical generaliza-
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tions and the laws of the theoretical sciences. Thus Professor
S. Toulmin,inThz Philosophy of Science,represents empirical
generalizations, arrived at inductively by the observation of
similar cases,as proper only in that branch of science called
'natural history'-a descriptive rather than explanatory study.r
For genuine explanations we are referred to branches of
science using higher level theoretical laws, which cannot be
discovered by simple induction at all-such laws as 'Light
travels in straight lines', or 'Gaseshave a molecular structure'.
That light travels in straight lines (at least partly) explains the
fact that the shadow thrown by a ro-foot wall at sun's elevation 45o is ro feet. That gaseshave a molecular structure (at
least partly) explains why a balloon of air expands when
heated.
Our concern here is, of course, with explanation in history
rather than what Popper calls the 'pure generalizing sciences'.
But I think it w-ill be worth our while to look briefly at this
distinction which philosophers of science sometimes draw between different kinds of laws. For, although no full analysis
can be attempted, there are certain logical differences between
the two which seem to me suggestive for a general account of
explanation which departs from the covering law model.
What is it about a theoreticirl law which gives it explanatory
force ? The most common a4swer is that the laws of a theoretical science do not, so to speak, stand on their own; they are
componentsofexplanatory theories, often ofvery great scope.
Individual laws like the ones mentioned above get their full
meaning only in terms of the theories from which they are
derived-in the case of our examples, the geometrical theory
of optics and the molecular theory of gases. Theory and law
are set up together; they are made for each other. Indeed, it is
scarcely an exaggeration to say that when a law of this sort is
called upon to explain a case falling under it, it is the whole
theory which is brought to bear. The theory is implicitly
'called upon in the sense that
only if we know the theoretical
background will reference to the law itself explain. As we often
t London,

1953, especially chap. iii'
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put it, the phe.nomenaare explained in tqms of the theory (a
phrasewhich, I shall arguelater, is suggestiveof the explanatory force of theories).
But when the questionis pusheda stagefarther, and we ask
why such indirect referenceto whole theoriesis explanatory
while reference to a mere covering generalizationis not, we
generally find covering law theorists, and even some who
would not count themselvesassuch,revertingto the essentials
of the position which we havejust questioned,namelythat an
explanationis satisfactoryin so far as the data containedin it
could have functioned as a prediction mechanism.Thus we
find Toulmin calling theories 'inferencetechniques',as if it
were this characteristic which distinguished them from empirical generalizationsarrived at by simpleinductive inquiry.'
(Whether he would say they are,nereinferencetechniques,I
am not sure.)But an inferencetechnique,or license,could be
derived from a generalizationor a theory; what we have to
discoveris in what respectsthe latter differs in explanatory
force.
The answerwhich emphasizesthe inference-licensingrole
of the theory showsthat, in spite of the promising distinction
madebetweenthe two typesof generalstatement,the covering
law thesisremainsintact. For we are told that the difference
beqweenthe two is one of scope,generalityor power-and it is
predictioepower which is meant. To use Rylian language,
theoriesare many-sidedin their applicability; they consistof
hypotheticalswhich are highly determinable,not determinate;
open,rather than highly specified.'All swansarewhite'applies
only to swansand only to them in respectof their whiteness.
'Light travels in straight lines' applies to shadow lengths,
telescopicsightingq eclipses,mirror images,and a host of
other phenomena.It appliesnot only to many different cases,
but to many different kinds of cases.It is in line with this
account that Toulmin sometimessays, not that covering
generalizations
do not explain their casesat all, but that they
affordonly 'shallowexplanations'.
'This rollsdownhillbecause
r Op. cit., p. 28.
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it is a stone, and stonesgenerallydo roll downhill' is an explanation which takes us no farther than 'childhood dynamics'.t
The notion that the explanatoryforce of generalizations
and
of theoreticalstatementsdiffersonly in degreeis a popular one.
Thus ProfessorH. Feigl, having characterizedexplanations
as"primarily a procedureof inferencefiust like thecloselyrelated prediction)", and having noted the complex structure
of scientific theories,observes: "No wonder that the 'Ahaexperience' is much stronger for these deductions from
theoriesthan from the more simpledeductionsfrom empirical
laws."zBy comparisonwith the latter, theoreticalexplanations
are "high-grade". Gardiner, too, notesthat it is 'the systematic character'of a sciencewhich allowsit to giveexplanations
with precisionand force. Of corrfrnon-sense
explanationsusing
empirical generalizations,
he remarks: "They do not make a
closestructural analysisof the phenomenathey roughly link
together: they are content to notice a certain simple compresenceor successionin experience,and that is all. In consequence,the explanationswhich they provide are of a vague
and frequently unreliable kind, admitting of a multitude of
exceptions."gGardiner's lengthy discussionof the role of
'scientifiq theory and conceptualsystems'issuesin the conclusionthat, in spite of therebeing differencesbetweenhighly
theoretical explanationsand.appealsto covering generalizations, the differencesare not important for an accountof the
logic of explanation;for the differenceis mainly a matter of
the degreeof confidencewe have in each.
Is there nothing further to be said about the explanatory
force of scientific theories? If we accept the account so far
given, we are left with a mystery to explain. For to saythat a
theoretical explanation differs from subsumption under an
empirical generalizationonly in the superior predictive reliability of the theory fails evento suggestwhy referenceto at
r Op. cit., p.
5o.
2 'Some Remarks on the Meaning of Scientific Explanation',
Feigl and Sellars, Readings in Philosophical Analysis, p. 5rz.
3 Op. cit., p. 16.
4980.16
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least some generalizations provides no explanation at all. And
it has the additional disadvantage,it seemsto me, of condemning the explanations historians ordinarily give as 'low grade'.
For there are few historical events which we can hope to explain in terms of theories borrowed from the special sciences,
and there is no such thing as a general theory of history-in
the senseof 'theory' employed in the formal sciences.
Some philosophers, it is true, look forward to the day when
such a general theory will be constructed; and sociologists
often seem to aim at repairing the deficiency. Other philosophers and methodologists of history regard the hope of constructing such a theory as illusory in view of the historian's
concern with a concrete and miscellaneous subject matter.
But whether such an enterprise has any likelihood of success
or not, it would surely be unplausible to maintain that the
giving of a genuine, or even of a 'high-grade', explanation in
history must await the theory's formulation. For historians
seemalready to be able to explain at least some events to their
own satisfaction. Perhaps typical explanation in history is not
a lower grade version of the scientific kind, but something
with logical peculiarities of its own. Perhaps what Feigl calls
the 'Aha-experience'does not just arise out of our recognizing
the predictive possibilities of the set of theoretical statements
sometigres brought into the explanation of a particular state of
affairs.
3. The Model of the Continuous Series
Let me attempt to strengthen the casefor such a conclusion
by discussing in some detail a concrete example from everyday affairs: an example which, in an important way, will be
found to lie on middleground between typical explanations
in science, given in terms of a covering theory, and equally
typical explanations in history, where no such theories are
used. The fact that it is drawn from the sphere of mechanics
will make it an especially useful choice for my present purpose, since that will, for the moment, cut out certain complications which are introduced when we consider explanations of
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intelligent human actions, complications with which I wish
to deal independently in Chapter V.
Suppose that the engine of my motor-car seizesup, and,
after inspecting it, the garagemechanic saysto me: 'It's due
to a leak in the oil reservoir.' Is this an explanation of the
seizure? I should like to argue that it depends on who says it
and to whom-or, to put the matter in more formal terms, it
dependson what elseis presupposed,or contextually supplied.
To the assistant mechanic standing near by, who knows all
about internal combustion engines, it may very well be an explanation. To me, who am quite ignorant of what goes on
under the bonnet, it is no explanation at all.
Let us try to put more precisely the difference between
what I have to go on and what the mechanic knows. For I
need not be so uninformed as not to know what is being
referred to by the term 'oil reservoir'. Nor need the mechanic
know'all about auto engines' in order to transform'There's
a leak in the oil reservoir' from a mere statement of fact into
an explanation. Would it have been Bnough, then, if he had
had just enough experience of motor-cars to know that whenever oil reservoirs have leaks, the engine sooner or later seizes
up ? This would accord very well with the covering law theory
if it were true; but surely it is nbt. I could have arrived at such
a generalization by the most cgeful inductive procedure, and
I might have absolute and justifiable faith in it. There may
never have been a contrary case in the records of this garugq
or of any other one I examine: whenever reservoirs were
leaky, engines may have seized up. But this would make me
none the wiser as to why an oil leak should have led to the
seizure; it does not warrant my claiming that I know 'the
explanation'.
If I am to understand the seizure, I shall need to be told
something about the functioning of an auto engine, and the
essential role in it of the lubricating system. I shall have to be
cipable of a certain amount of elementary trouble tracing. I
need to be told, for instance, that what makes the engine go is
the movement of the piston in the cylinder; that if no oil
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arrives the piston will not move because the walls are dry;
that the oil is normally brought to the cylinder by a certain
pipe from the pump, and ultimately from the reser,roir; that
the leak, being on the underside of the reservoir, allowed the
oil to run out, and that no oil therefore reached the cylinder in
this case. I now know the explanation of the engine stoppage.
What is there in this account that covering law theory leaves
out ?
ft seemsto me that my understanding of the engine seizure
is very directly related to the fact that I can now /race the course
of eoentsby which it came about. The mechanism has been
revealed: the oil ran out the hole; nothing came into the
cylinder to lubricate the piston; the movement of the dry
piston against the walls of the cylinder made them hot; the
hot metals expanded and locked tightly. Of coursethe engine
seized up-and I say this because I can now envisage a continuous seriesof happeningsbetween the leak and the engine
seizure which themselves are quite understandable-as the
original sequence'leak-to-seizure' was not.
Let me make my point clearer by anticipating two likely
objections. The first, which is a version of the argument used
by Russell in his well-known essayon causation,I is that the
idea of a 'continuous series' is philosophically naive because
of the infinite divisibility of spaceand time. Russell used this
argument to outlaw the word 'cause' from science, but this
aspect of it need not concern us here.
It does not seem to me that such an argument from spatiotemporal infinity raises any real difficulty for the point I wish
to make. For there is no harm in admitting that the various
sub-eventswhich would have to be mentioned in an explanatory account of the engire seizure form a continuous seriesin
a relative rather than an absolute sense. That is not to say
merely that each link in the chain of circumstance is itself
closer to some ideal of continuity, so that the best explanation
would be the one which carried the process farthest. The
point is rather that in offering a sum of sub-sequencesto
I 'On the Notion of Cause', in Mysticism and Logic, London, r9r8.
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explain a gross one, the former must be acceptableto some
person, investigator, craft, audience, &c. They must themselves raise no further demand for explanation in that particular context. They are-to use a convenient term of Dr. F.
Waismann's-'hat-doffing' phenomena.' They do not puzzle
us; we ask no questions of them; we just 'take off our hats to
them'. So although Russell's objection to the notion of a continuous series is, in a sense,formally sound, it is pragmatically
false. And, as I shall argue further in this, and succeeding,
chapters, there is an irreducible pragmatic dimension to explanation. In a caselike the one under consideration,it would,
of course, be open to anyone to question whether a particular
series is, in fact, a continuous one. But this, although it may
reveal what is a 'hat-doffing' phenomenon for him, does not
prove that no series are ever continuous, i.e. that the term
'continuous series' has no use.
The second objection may seem at first a more embarrassing
one. For a covering law theorist might at this point ask how
my admittedly more complicated account of what is required
to explain the engine seizure differed in any logical way from
the covering law theory itself. For what I'call 'hat-doffing'
sub-sequences, it may be contended, are surely themselves
accepted and unquestioned just becausethey are 'what always
happens', 'what was to have beeir expected under the circumstances'; and since, in the present chapter, the claims of the
model on its necessarycondition side are not being questioned,
these sub-sequences can be regarded as straightforward cases
of subsumption under law. No doubt we often find it desirable
to break down a big explanatory job into parts, each to be
dealt with separately; and the way this is sometimes done in
history has already been discussed.' But the question to be
answered here is whether, in caseswhere although we do not
just call upon a single eovering law, we nevertheless call upon
a covering conjunction of them, any other logical criterion is
applied. And the covering law objectorwill regard it as obvious
that it is not.
I SeeToulmin, op. cit., p. rr7.

2 In Chap. II, section 6.
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The objection is both plausible and important. But I want
to insist that what is added to covering law requirements by
the analysisof our example is essential,and that it is a logical
condition of giving the explanation-at any rate, in the broad
senseof 'logic' familiar among analytic philosophers. For it is
my claim that it is essential to the notion of giving an explanation that even if subsumption under law were a necessary
condition of it, there should be criteria which allow us to distinguish some law-covered phenomena from others.
The difference between my analysis of the present example
and that of the standard covering law theory could be emphasized thus. The generallaw, 'Whenever your oil leaksout your
engine seizes up', does not explain the fact that my engine
seized up after my oil leaked out-in the conteit of p:uzzlement envisaged. But reference to a series of facts constituting
the story of what happened between the leakageof the oil and
the seizure of the engine does explain the seizure. Even if it
were true that these smaller scale events were each covered by
law in the sense that in every case I would be prepared to
assentto a law corresponding to a sub-sequence,the laws involved would be, at most, part of the explanation of the gross
event, not of the sub-event they cover; so that when they do
functign in an explanation they are not coaeringlaws at all.
Thus, although the engine seizure-the gross event-may
$e said to be explained by assuming many sub-laws like,
'When the walls of a cylinder and piston are dry they heat
and expand with motion', the law mentioned would not in
turn explain why the piston expandsand heatsup-if we were
to go on to ask that question. The sub-law is part of the explanation of the gross Svent, although it does not co?erit; the
same law covers the sub-event, although it does not explain it.
Once a gross event has been seen to require an explanation,
then there is a two-levelled structure of events and laws to be
reckoned with. Satisfactory explanation, if it employs laws at
all, employs laws only of the lower level. To appeal to a gross
covering law would be, in effect, to short-circuit the real
work the explanation is intended to do. Subsumption under
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such a law can scarcely, therefore, be represented asa sufficient
condition of giving the explanation.
Let me try to clarify my point by anticipating a further
difficulty which may seem to lurk behind the claim I am
making. I have said that a gross law does not explain the gross
event; for this we need sublaws. And I might have added that
the sub-laws, in turn, do not explain the sub-events; for this
we need sub-sub-laws, and so on. The conclusion which may
falsely be drawn from this is that nothing can ever really be
explained, for the attempt to give an explanation leads us
directly into an infinite regress. For some philosophers the
explanatory regress has seemed to go in another, but equally
embarrassing direction. Thus McTzggart, having denied that
merely subsuming an event under a law explains it, intimates
that this is because"the law itself has not been explained".
And no matter how far you carry a hierarchy of higher-order
laws explaining lower-order ones, you eventually have to
accept a "law which is ultimate and cannot be explained
further".t
This very common pattern of argument is quite illegitimate
-at any rate as a proof that we can never explain anything, or
even that we can never explain anything satisfactorily. As I
was careful to say, the law covering the piston's behaviour
does not explain why it heats up if we shouldgo on to ask that
question.The condition italicized should be taken seriously;
for this is not the question which was answered appropriately
in terms of laws at the level of the piston's behaviour. Should
we decide to changeour question to 'Why did the piston heat
up ?', then it would become necessaryto go beyond laws of
the sub-level, and so on. No doubt if we adopt the policy of
continually changing our question, it will be impossible for
anyone to produce an answer which we shall be prepared to
accept as a satisfactory explanation. But so long as we ask one
question at a time, no regress occurs.
I Philosophical Studies, London, 1934, p. 166, McTaggart puts the point in
terms of causal laws, but I suppress the qualifying term to avoid needless complication here. But see Chapter IV.
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To put it another way: a personwho adopts the policy of
alwaysrefusing to acceptan ,, as the explanationof y unless
the r is itself explained,beginsto empty the term 'explanation' of its normal meaning.And if he goeson-as I suspect
many objectorsdo without realizing it-to demandthat any
explanationof a y in terms of an r should at the sametirne
explain r (and so on, ad infinitum),he emptiesthe term of all
meaning.He really no longer knows what he meanswhen he
asksfor an explanation;he doesnot know what would count
as one. But we need not take even the first step toward such
a position, for a complete or satisfactoryexplanationis not
necessarilyone given in terms of what is itself explained.It is
in terms rather of what (for the moment, or at this level, or
for the purposeof this inquiry, &c.) doesnot require explanation. It is part of the logic of 'explanation'that if something
can be explained,there is somethingelsewhich doesnot require explanation.But the reasonit doesnot require explanation is not necessarilythat we know its explanationalready.
4. The Ordinary Meaning of 'Expl.ain'
The exampleof the engine seizuremight be regardedas
setting up, againstcoveringlaw theory, a 'model of the continuous series'. Such a model does not necessarilyapply to
eve{ythingwhich is legitimatelycalled'explanation,;nor do I
wish to suggestthat the discussionof the precedingsection
brings out all the important featuresof thoseexplanationsto
which it doesapply. But it does,at any rate, provide a useful
correctiveto the coveringlaw modelasit is usuallyelaborated.
It brings out, for instance,the force of saying,as somephilosophersdo, that explanationis concernedwith finding .middle
terms'.t

a.

_ It would appear,indeed,that there.isan essmtialcomplexity
aboutwhat is ordinarily consideredexplanatory;that oncethe
demandfor explanationarises,an answerwhich doesno more
than representwhat is to be explainedaswhat we alwaysfind
happeningin such circumstancesfails to explainit at all. The
,_l ".g. M. R. Cohen, 'Causation and its Application to History,, Journal qf the
of ldeas, rg4z, p. 18.
Hhtory
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complexity, the element of. analysis of the case under consideration, need not always take the form displayed by the
engine seizure-it may not, for instance, be a temporal
account. But some sort of analysisbesides mere certification as
a recurring phenomenon,would seemto be essential.I assume,
of course, that the demand for explanation arises out of a
genuine puzzlement, and that the explanation is offered in
good faith-not as a joke, or in order to silence the questioner.
Thus, if the objection were raised that it is common Practice
for harassed parents to respond to their children's 'why'
questions with 'That's what always happens', I should insist
that such a response, far from being an explanation, is just a
way of registering either their inability or their unwillingness
to give one.
I should like to make it clear that the application of the
present logical doctrine to historical casesrequires more than
the mere admission-which many covering law theorists are
quite prepared to make-that historians, in giving explanations of what they study, normally want to give a fairly detailed account ofwhat happened. For I have argued, not that
explanations often do gobeyond certifying something as 'What
always happens', but rather t\at they must.Mr. Gardiner, for
instance, would agree that in seeking an explanation of, say,
the unpopularity of Louis XIV, an historian would usually
feel obliged to do more than cite a covering law which directly
generalized his original explanatory statement. But, on his
view, this is only becausethe gross covering law which might
be extracted from that statement is too vague, too unreliable as
a guide to prediction, so that it needs to be replaced by one
more precisely stated; and it is in order to fill out the antecedent clause of such a law that the historian insists on a close
analysis of the particular case. My point is rather that it is the
unintetligibility of the gross sequence, not just the predictive
unreliability of a general law corresponding to it, which makes
necessary such further analysis. It is a pragmatic, not an inductive, modification of the model's account which is required
in this conlexion.
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_Exponentsof the model wlro object to my insisting that we
take into accounta pragmaticdimlnsion oithe
perhapsarguethat my belief that this is ,recessary
";;;b;"y
i, arl"*Uf"
to a mistakeaboutthe lessonsto be drawnfrom the."u-pi.
or
the engineseizure.For it may be allegedthat my
air"riJ""
hasfailed to draw an importani distincjon betwe;
gi"i"g-;irr"
explanation' of something,and giving what amotirt,
6 lun
explanationfor so-and-so'.It *uy-b" sa"idthat *t ut ir"pr"."rrt
as-oragmatic criteria of explanation are realry
not criteria
which must be satisfiedfor somethingto be u' L*pUrrutio'ut
all; they merely reflect the fact thattrious inaiviauat
firra
someexplanationsmore satisfactorythan others_altt
o'gh
formally sound,and all properly called.."pfr""tio".,."tt
Tu{ !"
As Mr. J. Cohenputs it: ,,W[rat is an explanation
for one
qe-rsonmay be noneat all for another,sinceits achievementin
this direction will vary in accordancewith the factual
beliefs
(or eventhe emotionalmake-upand current feelings)
of rfr*"
interested."rBut in discussing
ihe logicof the
con.r,
thinks.it proper to ignore-this,psycf,ological
"otr&ft,
;i;;_
planation'. And what is left turns out to 5e analyr;#;;iy
""rd;;
in terms of regularity.
The distinction betweengiving 'an expranationfor
so-andso' and giving 'the explanation'is one *ii"h should,
i d;;;,
be dravm.But I cannotseethat drawingit needU","gurJ3a;,
reinstatingthe coveringlaw claim. Forilthorrgh the
;* ;f ,h
laler
appearsto presupposeobjeJtivecriteria for
;xqyession
wnat shall count as explanation,while the use of
the former
presupposesthe contrary:
distinction
between
objectively
lh"
and subjectively acceptabre
explanationsneed not coincidl
with the distinction betweentirose which
i.r_"ff;-;;;
pragmatically sound. T,here are undoubtedly
"."
in
which the combination of knowledgeand ignorance
"orr,"x,
which
givesrise to the demandfor explanadon,and the
standardsof
intelligibility which will be uppn"a to what is
offered
planation,will vary considerablyfrom personto person.
". "*In
' 'Teleological
p. 2s 9.

Explanation',

proceedings of the
Aristotelian Society, r95o_r,
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such contexts there will be no point in speaking of. the explanation at all. The use of this expressionpresupposesshared
criteria, but still criteria of the pragmatic sort. It is not
necessaryto retreat into a formal definition of 'explanation' as
'showing something to be deducible from a general law' in
order to envisage objective standards for what shall count as
explanation, although the belief that it is necessary may
account for some of the reluctance of covering law theorists to
regard what I have called the pragmatic dimension of the
concept as anything more than a psychological peculiarity.
My claim that we cannot give a proper account of explanation without bringing out its pragmatic dimension obviousl5r
harks back to someolder-fashioneddiscussionsof the subject.
Professor S. Stebbing, forinstance, in her Modern Introduction
to Logic, represents explanation as the reduction of the unfamiliar to the familiar, the unknown to the known. She
writes: "What is familiar is usually taken to be understood, so
that in its simplest form the answer to the question consists in
pointing out a connection between the fact to be explained and
something that is familiar."' In his Probability and Induction,
Mr. W. Kneale gives a different account. "An explanation",
he says,"must in some sensesimpkfywhatwe have to accept."z
He thus regards the explanatory use of theoretical laws (he
calls them 'transcendent hypotheses') in science as aimed at
reducing "the number of transparent necessitationswe need to
assume". As my discussionof the explanation of human action
in Chapter V will show,'I do not think that either Stebbing's
or Kneale's account, or, indeed both taken together, bring out
all the non-inductive requirements we recognize in giving
explanations. But there is little doubt that both mention important demands which are in fact often made; and that these
are appropriately called'pragmatic'.
Taking account of the pragmatic dimension of explanation
brings the analysis of the concept more into line with the way
the word is used in the ordinary course of affairs. Besides 'to
make clear the cause,origin or reason of', the Oxford English
r 2nd edn., London, t933, p.389.

' z Ox ford, 1949, p.9r,
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D.ic.tignarygives the following as general meaningsof ,ex_
-,ro
plain': 'to smooth out,, ,to unfold;, ,to give detaijs
of,,
makeplain or intelligible', 'to clearbf obsJrrity or difficulty,.,
The model of the continuousseries,with its r"gg"rtio" oi
i"rolling or revealingwhat waspreviously,rrrkno#i o, pui
ig,
is also closerto s rch common ',"uy, of talking ,.iptuinirrg
".
my purpose','explainingmy point of view',-,explaining
my
meaning','explainingthe useof this word, that tool, tc.i_att
difficult to account for on the covering law moael.
Such a
samplingof ordinary usesof the term ,ixplain, must at
least
suggestthat the analysiswhich this modei offerscannot
have
t.ry wide application-even that it may be a special
sense
3
rnventedfor a specialpurpose.
There is, in fact, some reasonfor thinking that what
the
covering law theory gives us is the criteriori of a
technical
s'enseof 'explanation'found only in narrowly scientific
discourse,peghapsonly amongcertainphilosophersof science.
I
remarkedin chapter I thar the theory found most of
its earlv
tylp:rt- among philosophers who regarded their
task as
chrefly
analysisof the languageand proceduresof science,
-thephysical
especially
.science.Hempel's formulation beginsby
the logicalstructureof explanationas he believes
l"yt:S.di*l
ne frndsrt rn physics;he then goeson to showthat historical
casgsappnoximateto this ideal in varying degrees.There
is no
a-polog'y
for the direction of the analysis-froirphysics,*h;
the logicaloutline is boldly displayed,to other fi"lds,
where
tracesof the model haveto be found by dint of carefui
reconstruction.
Whether a senseof .explain,is widely employed
among
theoreticalscientistswhichmean. .ro
than ,bring rrnd"l
a general law' I cannot daim to know,
-or" although I'susp.ct
that it is at any rate resswidespreadthan the phllo.oph"i,
i'
questionwould lead us to believe.professorp. W.
nriag_u",
for instance,in The Logic of Modnn plrysics,d.cl"re!
th"i
I Explanation

in terms of causes is discussed in chapter

IV; explanation in

in chapterv; explanation
in the sense;f tmo;d-diri;;hy;;
ltffi1""rt;"']t""s
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"the essenceof an explanation consistsin reducing a situation
to elements with which we are so familiar that we accept them
as a matter of course, so that our curiosit5r rests"I-xnd it is
scientific explanation which he has especially in mind. A
view similar to those expressed by Stebbing and Kneale can
also be found in N. R. Campbell's Plrysics, The Ebments.
"Explanation", he writes, "consists in the substitution of
more for less satisfactory ideas. Ideas may be more satisfactory either because they are more familiar or because
they are simpler."z Then, directing his attention to scientific
explanation, he continues: "Such explanation of laws as is
effected by other laws is explanation of the second kind, the
explaining ideas being simpler becausethey are more general."
But it really does not matter for my own argument whether
the majority of scientists and philosophers of sciencerecognize
in the covering law model what they commonly mean by
'explanation' when they are doing or describing physics. For
my present aim is to break down the plausibility of the claim
that this restricted meaning-whether it has a legitimate use
elsewhere or not-rnusf apply to historical cases, and in this
connexion it is relevant to show that it in fact departs from
the ordi.nary meaning of the tqrm. Furthermore, since the
narrow meaning, as the quotation from Campbell suggestS,
is not entirely unrelated to the ordinary one, the former might
be regarded as an abstraction ffom the latter. For in claiming
that the pragmatic criteria are essential, I have not intended to
deny that the elaboration of a continuous series may often
satisfy the condition that what is explained be predictable
from the data which the explanation contains.
It seems to me that what covering law theorists have done
is to seize on (and, as shown in Chapter II, to misinterpret) a
necessarycondition of (some kinds of) explanation which is so
it
closely connected to the purpose of science-control-that
has been mistaken for a sufficient condition. 'Explanation', as
covering law theorists use it, is a technical term; and, as such
terms so often do, it abstracts from a term in ordinary use the
r New York, 1948,p,
37,

2 Cambridge, rg2o, p. rr3.
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aspectwhich is of most intereSt in the kind of inquiry for which
it is redesigned. Provided we realize what we are doing, there
is no harm in such redefinition of terms. But if scientists, for
their own legitimate purposes, redefine 'explain' so that it
means roughly what covering law theorists say it does, then
we are quite justified in advertising our awarenessof what has
been done by saying that, in fact, scientistsdo not seem to be
much interested in explanation; they care only for 'explanation' (as technically defined). If the purpose of science is
indeed the elaboration of predictive mechanisms rather than
(as is still sometimes believed) an attempt to 'understand the
world', then the technical terin 'explain' will be very useful;
it will allow us to indicate in a convenient way phenomena the
form of which has been captured by some scientific law or
theory. What the philosopher of history must resist is any
attempt to force the new concept into currency in situations
where the job is to explain rather than merely to 'explain'.
And this, we may with somejustification suspect covering law
theorists of having done.
It is all too easy to confuse two questions: the purpose of
science and the meaning of explanation. If we keep them distinct, we shall know what to say if a covering law theorist
retorts: 'I admit that there is an ordinary meaning of the term
"explanation" more or less as you have outlined it, but I am
interested only in scientific explanation, and in historical
explanation in so far as it is scientific.' Provided that 'scientific' is not simply taken to be equivalent to 'reputable', the
proper reply is to invite the objector to show that the technical,
derivative senseof 'explanation' is in fact used in history; and
if it is not, to show good reason why it should be adopted.
That the need for making such a casefor it should have been
overlooked is due to the too facile assumption of manv covering law theorists that common sense
hi.torical explanations are just woollier versions of the"rri
kind scientistsgive, in
conjunction with the belief that in science explanation is
always given on the covering law model. But once it is
suspected that covering law theory, at most, formulates a
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criterion for a technical sense of the term, a great deal of the
persuasivenessof those who urge the adoption of the model
as'scientific' disappears
sEcr.4

5. Theoretical and Historical Explanation
I have argued that what covering law theorists really advocate is the importation into historical studies of a special,
technical senseof the term 'explanation' designed for narrow
scientific uses. But even to say this may not bring out the full
extent to which covering law theory prescibes a sense of the
term, rather than calls attention to one already accepted. For
although, as I have already said, it is not my purpose here to
assessthe adequacy of the covering law model in scientific
contexts, it would appear to be at least arguable that reference
to a scientific theory may be explanatory in the ordinary
sense,while reference to a generulization is not. In so far as
reference to a theory does give an explanation-in science or
elsewhere-it seems to me that it does so not for the quasiinductive reasons suggested by Gardiner and others, but
because it is a means of satisfying just the kind of pragmatic
demands which we have been discussing.
How did we come to think that reference to a theory ipso
facto explained what fell undei it ? Let mehazard a hypothesis.
Why does the theory of georpetrical optics explain the length
of particular shadows ? At the risk of stretching Toulmin's
account, it is surely because a ray diagram goes along with it,
allowing us to think of light as travelling along ray lines, some
of the lines passing over the wall and others coming to a dead
halt on its surface. The shadow length is explained when (to
use a phrase of Toulmin's) we think of light as 'something
travelling', i.e. when we apply to it a very familiar and perhaps
anthropomorphic way of thinking. If we were just given an
equation or even a geometrical figure, this would not be
sufficient to explain the shadow lengths, no matter how faultlessly this mechanism allowed us to calculate them.
Although it may be considered reactionary to say so, it
seemsto me that scientific theories normallv have to meet two
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quite diflerent demands.-First,they must increaseour pre_
gi"ri* power, i.e. have the charactlristic of g*nolity. d^rdiner's discussionof the role of scientifictheo"ries
"*fir""ir",
only this aspect.Second,they must explain the phenomena,
i.e. have intllligibilb,It is wrong to think that satisfyi"t tt"
first demandautomaticallysatisfi& the second*whi"h i. i"t
coveringlaw theorists-ineffectsayin sofar asthey allow theory
"t
a specialplacein explanation.some theories,we must admit,
may bejust inferring techniques,sincethey may lack a model.
But if there areany such,perhapswe shouidthink twice about
calling.them explanatorytheorier; at most they .explairrj,i,
the technicalsense.
_ My contention is, therefore, that in so far as the light ray
theory explainsshad_owphenomena,
it is becauseof its iirpricii
referenceto rays of light running tramlike along cerestiairails
from a certain source. Similarly, that the uoirr*. of gu,
expandswith increaseof heat, is explained by the kineiic
"
theory of gases,in that it allows us to think of
iases as composed of little particles which increasethe moirentum with
which they strike the sidesof their container.Thus the role of
in such explanationsis really parasitic upon the fact
1lt."y
that lt suggests,with the aid of postulated, unobservable
entities, a 'hat-doffing, series of happeningswhich we are
licensedto fill in. The theory alrows* to tltt ,a likely story'
behind the appearances.But if the travelling of observabie
entities along observablerails in a similar ivay wourd not
a similar pattern of impact on encounteringa wall, and
::p]"it
if the jostling of a tightly p"ik"d crowd would"not *pr"i"
the strainingand collapsingof the walrsof a tent in which'thev
wereconfined,then the correspondingscientifictheorieswouli
not explain shadowlengths and the behaviourof gases.
history, as I have already remarked, explan"ationsare
-In given by
seldom
meansof, or in terms of, theories. In this
respectrthey are to be contrastednot only with explanations
in the formal sciences,but with everydayexplanatilns of the
sort illustrated by the engine seizureas weltl. For the latter.
was a theoretical explanation of a sort. The mechanic's
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a leakin the oil reservoir',is explanaannouncementr'There's
tory only when taken in conjunction with what we might call
the theory of the internal combustionengine.It is the assistant
mechanic'sgeneralknowledgeof the way auto engineswork
which allowshim to fill in for himself the missing links in the
chain of circumstances,on the basisof the chief mechanic's
statement.As in the strictly scientific case,no independent
knowledgeof the interveninglinks of the chain is needed.The
theory itself is sufficient to licensethe interpolntionof a 'hatdoffing' seriesbehind appearances-i.e.under the bonnet.
In another respect, however, the mechanicalexample is
more like an historicalcase.For the mechanic'stheory licenses
the filling in of potentiallyobservablehappenings;the explanation derivedfrom it employsno abstractentities. In typical
historical cases,too, the continuousseriesconstructedby the
historian's explanatory narrative will consist of observable
happenings.The peculiarity of the historical case is that,
normally, eacheventin the serieswill be establishedindependently from evidence.There will be no generaltheory, even
of the mechanicalkind, to make detailed researchinto the
actualcourseof eventsunnecessary.But lack'of an organizing
theory, as we should now be ablp to see,neednot prevent the
historian from giving explanationswhich are quite as 'highgrade' as those given in theoreticalterms in other fields. We
often explain by meansof, or in terms of, a theory, but there
is nothing in the nature of such explanation which need
persuadeus that we cannot explain satisfactorilywithout one.
For to explainwith the aid of a theory is to do indirectly what
the historian, perhaps painstakingly and piecemeal, does
directly: reducewhat is puzzlingto what is not.
In view of the contrast I havedrawn betweenexplanations
in historical and non-historicalcontexts,it may be of interest,
in concludingthis chapter,to turn briefly to ProfessorWhite's
questionabout the nature of specificallyhistorical explanation. For I think that the unsatisfactoryanswerwhich he felt
obliged to give to it may now be seento arise at least partly
out of his prior acceptanceof the covering law view of the
4880.10
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logical structure of all explanation. White, it will be remembered, concluded that there were no explanations which eould
properly be called specifically historical. For if all explanation
is given by subsumption of case under law, the only way to
distinguish kinds of explanation, he thinks, is by the use of
either laws or terms essential to the various disciplines; and
neither principle isolates a class which can pliusibly be
eharacterrzed as 'historical'. Explanations found in history
books which do not belong to any of the formal sciences
White therefore assigns to the not yet clearly defined social
sciences, even though the laws 'presupposed, by them may
not have been discovered by certified investigators in these
fields, and the terms employed may not at first seem to
'belong' to any particular discipline.
The corollary which White in this waydraws from Hempel's
statement of the model has not been accepted by all covering
law theorists. Professor E. W. Strong, for instance, objects ti
the suggestion that historians have, from time to time, presupposed non.existing sciences.rHerodotus, he allows, used
terms which have now been appropriated by psychologists;
but this is not to say that he therefore used specifilaily
psychological terms. Gardiner, too, criticizes White,s argument on the ground that history is written in ordinary rather
than teohnical language. "A bona fide historical explanation,'
of the establishment of new hospitals in England ifter ,7oo,
for instance, would take the form: "they were the outcorne of
individual initiative and co-ordinated voluntary efiort and
subscription";t anidthere are no terms in it which are in any
way technical. But neither Gardiner nor Strong says what it is
about such explanations which make them specifically historical. Gardiner's consant emphasis on the ,looseness,of
historical language may, indeed, give. the impression that he
thinks it a distinguishing feature of historical explanation
that it be expressed in vague terms. But although historical
explanations would, on this ground, be marked off from all
ICriteria of Exptanation in History',
Journal of philosophy, ry52, p. 6o,
2 Op. cit., p. 63.
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scientific ones as 'non-technical', the same criterion would,
of course, admit as specifically historical all the explanations
given in daily life which are also framed in ordinary language.
Professor Popper, although also approaching the question
within the framework of covering law theory, offers a different
and more direct answer to it. As we saw in Chapter I, one of
the implications which Popper draws from the model as he
states it is the necessity of distinguishing between the 'historical' and the 'pure generalizing'sciences. The latter do not
explain particular facts. To do this is the task of the historical
sciences; and they perform that task by assuming or taking for
granted the laws which, ideally, these other sciencesdiscover.
According to Popper, "all causal explanation of a singular
event can be said to be historical in so far as the 'cause' is
described by singular initial conditions".' It is historical,
presumably, because it explains a particular fact-a bit of
history-by applying to it a known law. Popper does not, at
any rate in the sourcesindicated, say precisely what such specifically historical explanation is to be contrasted with. But the
contrast he has in mind appears to be with explanations
achieved by discooering rather than assuming the law which
governs the facts investigated. There is thus, for him, a pragmatic difference-a difference in the direction of inquirybetween historical and non-historical explanation.
Popper's criterion has the merit of distinguishing between
historical and non.historical explanation within the class
marked off by Gardiner as non-technical. Yet his criterion,
like Gardiner's, is too broad; for it cuts across the class of
technical (i.e. scientific) explanations as well. It would, for
instance, classify as historical the explanations given by a
chemistry demonstrator of the changed colour of a piece of
litmus paper after being dipped in an acid solution. The
statement, 'ft was dipped in that acid solution', sets out a
'singular initial condition', but it would hardly be regarded as
giving anything which we should normally call an historical
I 'The Poverty of Historicism',
Society, vol. ii, p. z6z.

Economica, 1945, p.83.

See also The Open
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explanation.For the real work of the explanationis done by a
chemicaltheory which the demonstratorknows how to apply
to the case.And althoughWhite's analysiswas in other ways
unsatisfactory,he was surely right to insist that no criterion
which allowed ah overlap of, say, 'historical' and 'chemical'
explanationscould be acceptable.
Indeed, as the discussionof the present chapter has suggested,it would be very natural to draw a sharp contrast
betweenhistorical explanationsand all theoreticalones.This
becomesmore obviousif we rephrasethe question,'What is it
to give an historical explanation?', as 'What is it to explain
something historically?' A theory of the subject matter, as
we have seen, may etccuse
an investigator from explaining a
thing historically; a specificallyhistoricalexplanationis given
where what is to be explainedcannot be understoodmerely
by referring to such systematicgeneralknowledge.We give
theoreticalexplanationswhere our knowledgeof the subject
matter allows explanatory interpolation; we give historical
oneswhere no such interpolationis licensed-where we have
to refer to the peculiar history of what is to be explained.On
this vierv, it might be noticed, a historical explanationwould
be distinguished from an applied sociologicalone-as on
Popper'sit would not.
In Tpe Nature of Histoical Explanatioz Gardiner warns us
againstthinking that "provided a careful searchis conducted,
a 'clear and distinct idea' of what historical explanationis will
somewherebe found".r If by this-he meansthat the term
'historical explanation'has no single 'correct' use, I should
not want to disagree.I shouldnot want to claim any more for
the sensesketchedabovethan that it is closeto what we should
probably mean if we qlled one explanation 'historical' by
contrast with another, and that the.contrast is different in
kind from the one sought by White in terms of coveringlaw
theory. That there are other uses of the term 'historical
explanation',both broader and narrower than this one, I do
not doubt.
I Op, cit., p. xi.
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A commonnaffower usewould require that the explanatory
story itself include referenceto facts temporally remotefrom
what is explained-a use suggestedby Butterfield's observation that the Whig historians"found a historical explanation
for the conductof the Whigs".t And a broaderoneis employed
by Gardiner throughout his book, since he generally takes
'historical explanation'to be equivalentto 'explanationfound
in history books'. Gardiner's broad use may appearto have
the advantageof making it possible to say that historians,
when they offer explanations,alwaysoffer historical explanations; for we could not saythis on the narrowerinterpretations
distinguishedabove.But, as the chaptersto follow will help
to make clear, if we adopt the broad use of the term, it is
unlikely that we shall find any logical featuresaccordingto
which all historical explanationscan be grouped together as
historical. For the explanationsfound in history books are a
logically miscellaneouslot.
I History and Humant Relations,p.

rzr.

